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Abstract
This paper introduces the task of interacting with an image editing program through natural language. We present a corpus of image edit
requests which were elicited for real world images, and an annotation framework for understanding such natural language instructions
and mapping them to actionable computer commands. Finally, we evaluate crowd-sourced annotation as a means of efficiently creating
a sizable corpus at a reasonable cost.
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1.

Introduction

Photo editing is as old as photography itself. Over the
years, darkroom techniques with film and light have given
way to digital processing, and software suites such as
Adobe Photoshop have made image editing accessible to
millions of professionals and hobbyists. But even with the
best tools, photo editing requires substantial knowledge,
and novices often need to enlist the help of experts. Web
sites such as https://www.reddit.com/r/PhotoshopRequest/
and http://zhopped.com/ contain thousands of image edit
requests like the following:
• There is a spot on my wedding dress. Can someone
please remove it. Please!
• Can you please fix the glare on my dog’s eyes? I lost
him today and he means the world to me.
• Can you please remove the people in the background?
This is the only surviving photo of my mom and I
would like to preserve it.
• I love this photo from our trip to Rome. Can someone
please remove my ex from this photo? I am the one on
the right.
As the examples above show, a natural way for novices to
express their editing needs is through ordinary human language. At Adobe Research we aim to develop a software
tool that will interpret such natural language image edit requests, and carry them out to the user’s satisfaction.
This work presents a step in the direction of understanding human image edit requests: a corpus of such requests,
and an annotation scheme for mapping these requests into
actionable computer commands. A corpus could be compiled from naturally occurring examples such as the ones
cited above, but this would raise concerns about privacy and
ownership of the photographs, and the images themselves
are unprocessed. Instead, we use a set of publicly available,
richly annotated images called the Visual Genome corpus
(Krishna et al., 2017). We elicited image edit requests that
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would pertain to these images, devised a scheme for mapping these requests into actionable commands, annotated
requests according to the scheme, and evaluated the reliability of these annotations.
The contributions of this work are threefold. First, a dataset of natural language image edit requests for images with
detailed image captions. These captions are particularly
useful for the task of language understanding, as many
of the requests make reference to objects in the images.
Second, a framework for understanding these natural language instructions and mapping them to actionable computer commands. Finally, we provide a crowd-sourcing
methodology to offload complex annotation between expert
users and novice users and evaluate them. This is particularly useful for creating a sizable corpus.

2.

Related Work

Recently, there has been a lot of work on applications that
combine vision and language, e.g., understanding and generating image descriptions (Kulkarni et al., 2013), identifying visual reference in the presence of distractors (Paetzel
et al., 2015; de Vries et al., 2016), visual question answering (Antol et al., 2015), visual storytelling (Huang et al.,
2016), generating questions about an image (Mostafazadeh
et al., 2016), and question-answer interactions grounded
on information shown in an image (Mostafazadeh et al.,
2017). Current image and language corpora typically consist of digital photographs paired with crowd-sourced captions (Lin et al., 2014; Krishna et al., 2017), or in some
cases with questions related to those images (Mostafazadeh
et al., 2016).
Much of the work above is relevant to the problem at hand.
For example, understanding image descriptions is crucial
for interpreting the requests quoted above, as all of them
contain image descriptions (my wedding dress; my dog’s
eyes; the people in the background; my ex). However, to our
knowledge, no work has yet attempted to tackle the specific
task of automated image editing through natural language.
Nor are we aware of any work that even tries to understand
what users want to change when editing photos, and how
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users talk about making those changes. This is the focus of
the present work.

3.

Data Collection

Edit requests were collected through crowd-sourcing using Amazon Mechanical Turk (https://mturk.com). We selected a small subset of images from the Visual Genome
corpus (Krishna et al., 2017), a richly annotated set of about
108k images sampled from the MS COCO data-set (Lin et
al., 2014). To provide enough visual detail for eliciting nuanced edit requests, we only used images with high resolution (1000 × 700 pixels and above). To elicit language
that is similar to naturally occurring requests, we analyzed
200 posts from Reddit and Zhopped, and found that the images in those posts generally fell into eight high-level categories: animals, city scenes, food, nature/landscapes, indoor scenes, people, sports, and vehicles. We then chose
images for elicitation that fit these categories. A total of
334 images were used for elicitation.
Each image was given to 5 crowd-source workers (called
turkers), and each turker was asked to provide at least
5 unique edits that they would want to see in the image,
phrased as requests in natural English (workers were free
to provide more edits; Figure 1). The requests entered by
the turkers were manually reviewed by the first two authors
for quality and variation; incoherent submissions and unrelated requests were excluded. After filtering, we were left
with 9101 edit requests with a total of 44727 word tokens
(4628 unique word types). An example image with a few
annotated requests is shown in Figure 2.

4.

The Language of Image Edits

Review of the elicited requests provides insights into how
users want to edit images.
Vocabulary. The elicited requests exhibit wide variation
in vocabulary, with turkers using different terms to express
essentially the same needs. For example, the requests Make
the colors pop, Bring out the colors, and Change the saturation all express a desire for more vivid colors. Similarly,
the desire for altering the dimensions of an image was expressed using the terms crop, cut out, and delete.
Ambiguity. Some terms are ambiguous between technical and general uses: the word focus may appear in a specific optical sense, but in the request Make the bird the focus of the picture it is probably used in the sense of general
prominence. Technical terminology is also ambiguous, for
instance the term zoom. A camera’s zoom changes the focal length of the lens, and thus the angle of view and picture
frame; whereas the zoom feature in a graphical user interface typically changes the view of a document. Thus, the
interpretation of a request like zoom in on the man depends
on context: as a standalone request, it probably represents
the intention of changing the picture frame; but in interactive dialogue or as part of a multi-instruction sequence, it
could indicate a request to change the view of the image in
the editing interface.
Structure. Many of the edit requests contain a verb in
the imperative, often at the beginning, such as in Make the
picture brighter; sometimes the verb appears in a conjunct

Figure 1: The interface shown to the turkers with the image
for which they provide the editing commands. The turkers
need to provide at least 5 unique edits.

clause, such as The tree is distracting so remove it. In other
instances, however, the request takes the form of a comment, with the desire remaining implicit. For example, The
image is very blurry suggests a goal of making the image
less blurry, but does not directly state this intention nor how
to achieve the goal.
Domain knowledge. Some variation in the language of
edit requests can be attributed to the turkers’ expertise.
Novice turkers often use broad and high-level language,
while those familiar with image editing may provide very
specific instructions tailored for an editing tool. For example, a desire for better color balancing was expressed by
a novice turker as I would like to see more character and
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Figure 2: Example image from the corpus, with a few Image Edit Requests and their annotations.

color to the cobblestone sidewalk. It is lovely. An expert
turker expressed a similar desire as Adjust the brightness
on the white tool to avoid making it look plain white.

5.

Annotation Framework

The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a tool that
can carry out image edit instructions given in natural language; that is, a tool that can interpret these instructions
in terms of editing functionality available in software like
Photoshop, in a manner similar to how human expert photo
editors interpret such requests today. To support this goal,
we have devised an annotation framework that is an intermediary form between natural language and Photoshop
commands. The actions in the intermediary form are fairly
close to what is available in Photoshop, so carrying out
these instructions is primarily a matter of interpreting the
various properties and attributes – for example, which region of the photo is referred to by my wedding dress or my
dog’s eyes. This is by no means an easy task, but not one
that concerns us here; we focus on identifying the actions,
properties and attributes in the natural language requests.
The annotation framework is structured in three levels. In
the first, an utterance is determined to be either an Image
Edit Request (IER) or a comment. IERs receive two further
levels of annotation, namely actions and entities: each IER
is composed of one action and zero or more entities (an utterance which expresses multiple actions is segmented into
separate IER). The terminology for the entities is borrowed
from the work by Williams et al. (2015) which uses the
entities to indicate the higher level intents. Comments are
utterances that do not have an action.
To clarify the distinction between IERs and comments, we
define an IER as an actionable item that can be interpreted
up to some degree of certainty, albeit incompletely. A comment is an utterance that pertains to the image and may well
include a request, but does not contain an action that could
be completed by an image editing program given a particular image. For example, the utterance This photo should
have been taken with a Nikon camera would be a comment
as it is impossible to fulfill this request in an image editing
program. Comments do not have any additional annota-

Adjust (44.89%) Increase saturation a bit on the elephants.
Delete (13.70%) Remove the jacket hanging from the
girl’s side.
Crop (6.89%) Crop the photo to eliminate the space to the
left and right of the elephants.
Add (6.85%) Insert a ball hitting the tennis racket.
Replace (2.47%) Please change the pamphlet she is holding into a dictionary.
Apply (1.44%) Add a Gaussian blur to the background.
Zoom (0.87%) Zoom in on the man.
Rotate (0.71%) The photo looks tilted. Rotate it clockwise
so the lines are straight.
Transform (0.62%) Flip the photo horizontally.
Move (0.60%) Move the white framed picture to the blue
wall.
Clone (0.33%) Use a cloning tool to blend grass to cover
any patches of dirt on the ground.
Select (0.19%) Select the white dog.
Swap (0.14%) Please perform a face swap using the man
in the yellow shirt and the man in the blue/black polo.
Undo (0.02%) If possible uncrop photo to allow more
space to frame, rather than cut off the bike.
Merge (0.02%) Blend the grey smudges so they are the
same color as the rest of the dirt.
Redo (0.01%) Redo all white traffic lines in street.
Other (0.01%) Resize photo to show large elephant and
trainer.
Scroll (0.00%) No example in the corpus.
Figure 3: Action types, with frequency and examples.

tions.
IERs are annotated with at most one action, and its related
entities, if any. An utterance that expresses multiple actions, such as, Crop the left side of the photo and increase
the saturation, is marked as two IERs to accommodate the
two separate actions. The action is usually an action verb
which either explicitly or implicitly provides a mapping of
a word or a phrase to a vocabulary that must be interpretable
by most of the popular image editing programs. The frame-
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Attribute Properties of the image to adjust, such as saturation, hue, or brightness.
Object An item to be inserted or deleted.
Region Location within the image where an action is being
applied, such as top, entire image, or on a requested
subject already in the photo.
Modifier/value Degree or direction of the change such as
increase/decrease, modifiers of degree (examples: a
little, a lot, all), directions (to the left), or numerical
values (25%).
Intention User’s reason or end goal for the change.
Figure 4: Types and descriptions of entities.

work supports 18 possible actions (Figure 3). The most
common action represented in the data set was adjust, for
such utterances as: Make the image brighter, Increase the
saturation, and Decrease the shadows. Some actions are
extremely rare in our corpus: this is because the framework was designed to also allow for interactive dialogue
with an image editor. The framework therefore contains
actions like undo, redo, select, merge, and scroll, which
rarely come up in one-shot IERs of the type elicited here
(such actions do show up when expert turkers give a complex, multi-stage request, for example: Free select the sky,
following building edge and around halo of the sun then
increase contrast to reduce glare).
The action provides first level of understanding of an IER.
However, it is not sufficient to have the action alone if the
user has provided additional details in an utterance. Actions
support a list of five entities that complete the interpretation of an IER (Figure 4). Entities mark information about
how the action is applied as an edit, such as detailing where
a crop should occur or by how much the saturation level
should be increased. Our framework supports the flexibility of an utterance having zero entities as well as an IER
with multiple entities of the same type.
The various entity types are given in Figure 4. ATTRIBUTE
holds information about what property of the image to adjust, and M ODIFIER / VALUE provides information about the
degree or direction of the change. For example, the IER Increase the saturation is annotated with the Action adjust,
Attribute saturation, and Modifier up. We make a distinction between O BJECT, which is inserted or deleted, and
R EGION, which is the area where the action is to be applied.
For example, in the IER Add a dog, the word dog is labeled
as an Object as it is an entity to insert, but in Brighten up the
wave, the word wave is regarded as a Region rather than an
Object, as the person is interested in adjusting its brightness
(and thus we have Action adjust, Attribute brightness, Region wave, and Modifier up). Finally, we included the entity
I NTENTION as users often provide information about their
objective for performing the change. These intentions are
by themselves not actionable but provide additional information: for example, the utterance Paint the rocks unnatural but interesting colors like purple, green, yellow, and
red to make the effect surreal expresses a user’s desire to
make a surreal looking image, and is therefore annotated
with Intention to make the effect surreal. A unique feature

Feature

Krippendorff’s alpha

IER vs. comment
Action type
Attribute
Object
Region
Modifier/value
Intention

0.28
0.74
0.47
0.51
0.55
0.31
0.51

0.53
0.62
0.41
0.27
0.35
0.04
0.67

0.35
0.59
0.38
0.47
0.43
0.07
0.52

Table 1: Inter-rater reliability for 3 groups of annotators.
of this framework is that the same word can have multiple
labels or one can be a sub-set of another. In the example
Increase the saturation, the word increase is labeled both
as an adjust action as well as a Modifier entity.
We thus propose this intermediary language scheme as
a means to address the variability in vocabulary, structure, and ambiguity in IERs. To our knowledge, no other
such published annotation scheme exists, and no one-toone mapping of edit requests to executable actions in an
image editing program permits for the described flexibility
and range in natural language image edit utterances.

6.

Analysis

To validate the annotation scheme we conducted an interrater reliability study on a sample of 600 utterances. Nine
annotators received training, feedback on a set of 25 utterances, and support during the annotation process. The annotators were divided into groups of three, and each group
annotated a different set of 200 utterances. Reliability was
measured separately on actions and entities using Krippendorff’s alpha (Table 1). For action type we used the nominal distance metric; IER versus comment was treated as
a binary feature, and so were the five entity types, marking either presence or absence of that entity in a particular utterance. The highest agreement is reached on the action types; agreement on entities is somewhat lower but still
well above chance. For some entities (value in particular)
agreement borders on chance level, suggesting that annotation of entities in general and value in particular need to be
better defined.
Crop and add actions were the most agreed upon actions
between annotators. Requests to alter features of people in
a photo presented the majority of discrepancies. For example, the utterance You could have everyone smiling was
annotated as add, replace, and as a comment. Utterances
with the phrases clean up and edit also presented differing
annotations of adjust, delete, and other. Finally, utterances
without an imperative verb were frequently annotated differently. The utterance, The photo is too bright was interpreted by annotators as a comment or as an IER with
an adjust action. Future versions of the annotation manual
will attempt to clarify these issues in order to ensure more
consistent annotation.
For annotating at scale we used crowd-sourcing: 6000
elicited utterances were annotated, with only one turker annotating a given utterance. Only actions were marked by
this group. Workers received an instructional video which
was mandatory to watch before annotation. To determine
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Annotators

Krippendorff’s alpha

3 trained
3 trained + 1 crowd

0.74
0.47

0.62
0.25

0.59
0.40

Table 2: Inter-rater reliability on identifying action type,
for three groups of trained annotators and the same groups
with crowd annotators.
the reliability of annotations completed by turkers, reliability between turkers and trained annotators was calculated
on the 600 utterances completed by the trained annotators
(Table 2). Reliability between turkers and trained annotators was much lower than between trained annotators, suggesting substantial differences between the groups; these
may be due to training (turkers frequently selected the action other), or to the population from which the annotators
were drawn.

7.

Conclusion

This paper introduced a data-set for the domain of image
editing using natural language. This is a currently unexplored task that combines language and vision. Our corpus comprises more than 9000 IERs collected via crowdsourcing. We built an annotation scheme for understanding such natural language image editing instructions and
mapping them to actionable computer commands. Finally,
we evaluated crowd-sourced annotation as a means of efficiently creating a sizable corpus at a reasonable cost. In
future work, the corpus will be used for learning models
that can automatically detect actions and entities, as well as
the sequences of these components in an IER.
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